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Swiss Knife Valley VISITOR CENTER – 
Victorinox Brand Store & Museum 

Guided tour with 4 sub-groups 

IMPORTANT: This guided tour is not a Victorinox factory tour! 
The Victorinox factory is situated in Ibach-Schwyz and because of security reason can’t a factory tour be 
offered. 

Orientation: 
2. Basement Victorinox Museum 
1. Basement & ground floor Victorinox Brand Store 
1. Floor Mini-Kino & interactive Relief 
2. Floor Info Lounge 

Topic of the guided tour: 
On the History Wall in the museum you will see historical knives exhibits and will learn something about 
the history and development of the knives in general. Then by the milestones of Victorinox knife factory, 
you get a deeper insight into the long and fascinating history. In the three glass cases are more interest-
ing exhibits, such as the smallest officer knife of the world or you will learn how to recognize an original 
Victorinox knife. 

Continue through the brand store where you get some information about the other products of Victori-
nox. 

In the mini-cinema you will see two films. The first film shows the production of Victorinox knives and 
the second is an impressions film about the region of Swiss Knife Valley. Also located on this floor is an 
interactive relief of the Canton Schwyz. 

Finally, you get more interesting information about the region Swiss Knife Valley with the numerous 
touristic and economies enterprises in the Info Lounge. 

Schedule of a normal guided tour: 
The group will be divided in four sub-groups. Each group will be headed through the VISITOR CENTER by 
a leader, who gives you some information about the company Victorinox and the region of Swiss Knife 
Valley. The sequence is as follows: 

20 Minutes at the Victorinox Museum 
20 Minutes at the Victorinox Brand Store 
15 Minutes Film over Victorinox-knife production 
  5 Minutes by the interactive Relief of the canton Schwyz 
20 Minutes information over the region Swiss Knife Valley 


